
Scouting online

 What works

 What doesn’t work

 Tips for Zoom



Progress

 At the start of Covid, when all was locked down,  the boys hated 
more zoom and any instruction

 No concentration

 Little discipline

 Troop meetings devolved to games only

 Allows a place to have social interaction and fun

 Smaller patrol and advancement meetings on different days 
worked better



What works
 Jeopardy:  Done in patrol teams is OK.
 Kahoot – more individual

 get the leaders to make some skills/knowledge based ones

 Get the boys to write some ridiculous ones

 Treasure hunt – go find a log, a goat, a $2 bill, the oldest book in the house, an oak 
leaf, a flame !!
 The more running the better

 Score by patrol or individual

 Fire building competition
 Fastest, longest burning, tallest

 Camp fire jokes and stories

 Microwave muffin competition.
 Escape room – use breakouts for each patrol
 Minecraft
 Merit badges and advancement in small groups  (Engineering and Cycling MB)





What 
works

 Kahoot is 
widely 
used at 
school, but 
can be 
made fun

 Traffic law 
for cycling 
MB



Custom kahoot

 There are many kahoot out there

 You can google them during a 
meeting if you like the risk

 Or you can make your own and 
add interesting local info



Videos

 Scout skills

 Youtube bike servicing videos

 Scout games – video of in person games for planning



Skills based Kahoot

Example of a scout 
renaming themselves 
with another scout’s 
name

John Doe



Kahoot from a 12 Year old
 This is the first question

 False

 1 + 1 =

 Yes

 wutz ta difrens

 Yes

 choose the incorrect sentenz

 adjectives are describing words

 42 + 3756

 True

 How do you spell the word "wise"

 W-I-S-E

 this question is correct

 True

 the next question is the only real edumacational question

 Ok

 1 + 35 x (90 + (6 + 7 x (1 + 37) x 0

 1

 where is Africa?

 due south of north america

 missing question

 answer simming

 how do u not talking good?

 you mustn't talk incorrectly

 The end

 Yay

The answers being intentionally or unintentionally 
wrong had some falling off their chairs with 
laughter and others wishing it would end



Microwave Muffin Cookoff







Small group rank advancement





The Escape Room



What didn’t work – but might work for your troop

 Dance off

 Wordsearch

 Camp fire jokes and stories

 Year planning

 Zoom

 Zoom is a last resort

 Get outside in small groups

 Hiking, cycling, fishing, cooking, kayaking, rank advancement  All these work

 Patrol size meetings/scout skill challenges



Youtube has many dance off videos
They show you what the moves are
Most boys don’t like dancing !!



WordSearch



Tips 1

Turn off the chat

Don’t allow renaming

Turn off screen share Waiting room – use until you have 2 deep

Lock meeting – never needed this

Security Tab

You can save the chat to you or to all, 
but not the person to person chat.
Bullying ensues and you cannot see it.



PLC on Zoom – the chat degrades to 
nonsense



Tips 2

• Once sharing
• Disable annotations

• Boys can be crude in their 
artwork

• Optimise for Video if needed

 Screen Sharing

 Only share the application you 
want to show.

 You do not want to show you bank 
details or other work related
documents



Tip 3

 Settings

Do not let them control you 
!!





What has been the best thing about COVID

 If patrols have to meet individually doing different things, then the 
patrol method is used very effectively.

 SPLs plan what to do with PL’s

 SPLs e-mail PL’s every week

 PLs e-mail their patrols



Catch them at their finest. 
It’ll come in handy at the Eagle ceremony


